
Business interactions spanning people, 
process, data, and systems in an 
organization need to be managed 
efficiently. In this hyper-competitive 
environment, a shift in any of these 
aspects can disrupt the entire spectrum 
and affect the organization. Wipro 
base)))™ harmony helps customers 
manage their business interactions and 
leverage best practices across industries.

Knowledge capture, process design, 
and mapping

Project management module

Process transformation and 
harmonization

Enable process 
harmonization

    Wipro base))) harmony:
    Transition management and
    process knowledge capture 

Simplify complex process capture, standardize 
and improve processes. 
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Wipro base)))TM harmony features
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company.
We harness the power of cognitive
computing, hyper-automation,
robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them
successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio

of services, strong commitment to 
sustainability and good corporate 
citizenship, we have over 160,000 
dedicated employees serving clients 
across six continents. Together we 
discover ideas and connect the dots to 
build a better and a bold new future.

For more information, please write to us 
at info@wipro.com

Tel: +91 (80) 2844 0011
Fax: +91 (80) 2844 0256
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Wipro base)))TM harmony benefits

Reduction in cost of training as processes can be defined at the execution level along with screen 
captures and videos

Elimination of documentation effort through automatic generation of process documents 
(SOPs, FMEA etc.)

Reduction of manual effort through automatic process analysis to identify improvement opportunities

Interactive process 
modeler 

Business interactions - 
predefined process 

Project management 
module 

Enriched library of 
process templates 

across domains

Comparison of multiple variants of the same process to help eliminate unnecessary variations

Capture implicit knowledge by using codified domain expertise

Reduction in change management effort involving people, process, data, and systems


